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A frequently litigated issue in reimbursement cases brought by in- and out-of-network healthcare providers
against insurers under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 ("ERISA") is provider standing.
Because providers lack independent standing to bring ERISA claims against insurers, providers must — and
generally do — rely upon assignment of benefits agreements executed by patients as a basis for derivative
standing under the statute. As ERISA payor-provider litigation increases, however, insurers have frequently
challenged the scope of those assignments, requiring courts to analyze the assignments and determine whether
they are sufficiently drafted to confer derivative standing on the provider to assert ERISA claims.
The United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida (the "Court") recently addressed this issue in
its February 1, 2016 decision in BioHealth Medical Laboratory, Inc., et al. v. Connecticut General Life Insurance
Company, et al., No. 1:15-cv-23075-KMM, once again underscoring, for providers, the importance of carefully
drafted assignment clauses.
The underlying facts of BioHealth are straightforward and typical of those seen in ERISA reimbursement cases:
the plaintiffs (the "Laboratories"), out-of-network providers, provided blood and urine testing to participants in
various employer-sponsored health and welfare benefit plans (including self-funded plans) administered by
defendants Connecticut General Life Insurance Company and Cigna Health and Life Insurance Company
(collectively, "Cigna"). Before undergoing testing, participants were required to execute patient consent forms,
which included an assignment of benefits clause pursuant to which the participant agreed to, in relevant part,
"irrevocably assign to [the Laboratories]… all benefits under any policy of insurance, indemnity agreement, or any
collateral source as defined by statute for services provided," including "all rights to collect benefits directly from
[the participant's] insurance company and all right to proceed against [the participant's] insurance company in any
action, including legal suit, if for any reason [the participant's] insurance company fails to make payment of
benefits due."
Cigna subsequently began to delay payment or deny the claims submitted by the Laboratories and the
Laboratories ultimately filed suit asserting claims under ERISA (both for benefits due and for breach of fiduciary
duty pursuant to 29 U.S.C. § 1132(a)(1)) and Florida state law. Cigna moved to dismiss the Laboratories'
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complaint on a number of grounds, including that the Laboratories lacked standing to assert ERISA fiduciary duty
claims and claims relating to self-funded plans.
With respect to the fiduciary duty claims, the Court held that the plain language of the assignment was broad
enough to encompass the fiduciary duty claims and, as a result, denied Cigna's motion as to those claims.
By contrast, the Court determined that the Laboratories lacked standing to assert claims relating to self-funded
plans. While the assignment conferred the Laboratories the right to collect benefits stemming from a "collateral
source," the "core focus" of the assignment was on the assignee's ability to recover benefits "owed under any
policy of insurance" and to pursue any rights to collect from the insurance company if for any reason the
"insurance company fails to make payments due." Because a self-funded plan is not a form of insurance, the
Court granted Cigna's motion to dismiss with respect to those claims.
The BioHealth decision is the latest in a number of cases in which a healthcare provider's ability to bring ERISA
claims against insurers has turned on the language of the assignment, further underscoring the importance of
careful drafting of those provisions. Prudent providers may want to have experienced health counsel review their
assignment of benefits language on their patient intake forms.
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This publication/newsletter is for informational purposes and does not contain or convey legal advice. The
information herein should not be used or relied upon in regard to any particular facts or circumstances without first
consulting a lawyer. Any views expressed herein are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the law
firm's clients.
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